New Resource in the Library

Dynamics of a Critical Problem-Solving Project Team and Creativity in a Multiple-Project Environment

Critical Problem-Solving (CPS) Project Team in Multiple-Project Environment

08 February 2016 – Edinburgh, UK – A new resource has been added to the PM World Library related to project teamwork. The new resource is titled “Dynamics of a Critical Problem-Solving Project Team and Creativity in a Multiple-Project Environment.”

This paper explores the processes of a CPS project team from the beginning to the end of a project in a multiple-project environment. This is a qualitative study which investigates the dynamics of a CPS project team and creativity of a global software support organization. Semi structured interviews was conducted to 53 interviewees in Japan and 51 interviewees in Germany. The results suggest that creativity to resolve critical problems occurs by integrating diverse knowledge at multi-level organizational units. For practitioners, this study shows the importance of managing multiple projects by considering human behavior perspective when solving critical problems.

To access this new resource, go to http://pmworldlibrary.net/applications-and-industries/, then “P/PM Applications”, click on “Teamwork & Team Leadership”. Must be a registered member to access.
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Dynamics of A Critical Problem-Solving Project Team and Creativity in A Multiple-Project Environment – from Team Performance Management: An International Journal (Vol. 22 Iss 1/2 pp). The author is Chitose Furukawa. This paper aims to reveal the dynamics of CPS project team in multiple-project environment. For more go to http://www.emeraldinsight.com/toc/tpm/22/1%2F2, or click here for report.
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